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Users are also able to specify their own CIM or FMS cells from the programming interfaces in OpenCIM Offline, which is the
first of its kind in the world. OpenCIM Offline enables users to easily convert a CIM or FMS cell to a cell that can be easily

simulated in OpenCIM. In addition, OpenCIM Offline provides a customizable functionality that can assist users in choosing the
best CIM cell to apply. Furthermore, OpenCIM Offline has the capability of supporting a very large number of CIM or FMS

cells that can be automatically converted from a graph that is exported from the Microsoft Excel file. The workflow is presented
in [Fig. 2](#fig-2){ref-type="fig"}. Users can choose CIM or FMS cells from the database of OpenCIM. Users can also save

their work and complete the operation easily. When a user works on other simulators, OpenCIM can export the CIM cells in a
graph format from Microsoft Excel, which is very convenient for the users. ![OpenCIM Offline

workflow.](peerj-08-9624-g002){#fig-2} Workflow -------- This study was carried out on a personal computer with a 2.6 GHz
Intel Core i5 CPU, 8 GB of RAM, and the Windows 7 operating system. A CIM cell was selected for this study, the first cycle
of the previous study ([@ref-3]), as shown in [Fig. 3](#fig-3){ref-type="fig"}. ![CIM cell.](peerj-08-9624-g003){#fig-3} Step

1. Select the CIM cell from the database of OpenCIM Offline (CIM cell shown in [Fig. 3](#fig-3){ref-type="fig"}); Step 2.
Convert the graph representation of the CIM cell to a file that can be used in OpenCIM or CIMSim, as shown in [Fig.

4](#fig-4){ref-type="fig"}. The conversion is based on the export function of OpenCIM Offline; Step 3. Run the simulation of
the graph of the selected CIM cell in OpenCIM or CIMSim, as shown in [Fig. 5](#fig-5){ref-type="fig"}; Step 4. Check

whether the simulation is successful or
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